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Amstead Maple Dover

REFRESH AND RENEW:
We have listened to our designers and refreshed our
product portfolio to meet current trends, making it easy to
create stylish living spaces that meet the desires of savvy
consumers. You don’t need to look far to find recessed panel
door styles showing up everywhere, and our newest addition
of door styles will complement just about any décor. Adding
new organization solutions, expanding modifications and
filling gaps with additional sizes achieves our goal for you –
design flexibility.

AMSTEAD

Maple Dover
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Recessed panel doors are showing up
everywhere on Houzz and Pinterest.
Amstead updates this design favorite
with a soft, chamfered inside profile.

A crisp, clean transitional door style
offered in Maple and Cherry, Amstead
gives you numerous ways to achieve a
current look.

Doors shown in Sahara

Cherry
Slab Drawer Front Option

Cherry

Maple
Slab Drawer Front Option

Maple

Tablet Holder
See page 17 for details

Amstead Maple Dover

COTTER
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AMSTEAD Details:
• Veneer recessed panel cope & stick door style
• 3" door rail with chamfered inside profile
• Square outside profile
• Full overlay
• 5-piece drawer front standard; slab optional
• Available in Maple and Cherry

Maple Honeysuckle

Maple

Cotter responds to
the current trend for Shakerinspired doors. It features a
transitional rail frame with
Darby’s beaded style in a
veneer recessed center panel.
Doors shown in Sahara

Maple
Slab Drawer Front Option

Offered in Maple, Cotter delivers a
beautifully crafted recessed panel
design that lends itself to just about
any décor.

Cotter Maple Honeysuckle

DUTTON

Cherry Chocolate
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COTTER Details:
• Veneer recessed panel beaded mitered door style
• 2-1/2" door rails
• Full overlay
• 5-piece drawer front standard, slab optional
• Available in Maple

Clean, simple lines are more
popular than ever. Dutton
introduces a veneer recessed
panel version of the full overlay
Herrington style.

Dutton presents a value-priced transitional
door style in Maple and Cherry that adapts
easily to any home setting.

Doors shown in Sahara

Cherry

Maple

Toekick Drawer
See page 19 for details

Dutton Cherry Chocolate

ASHRIDGE
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DUTTON Details:
• Veneer recessed panel cope & stick door style
• 2-1/2" door rail
• Full overlay
• Slab drawer front
• Available in Maple and Cherry

Maple Cloud

Vanity Cabinet Expansion
See page 17 for details

Maple

Ashridge modernizes our
popular Bellmont miter
door with an on-trend
veneer recessed panel.

Doors shown in Sahara

Cherry

Ashridge offers a handsomely updated
version of a design classic in our most
requested woods, Maple and Cherry.

Ashridge Maple Cloud

BAXTER

Maple & Cherry
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ASHRIDGE Details:
• Veneer recessed panel miter door style
• 3" wide door rail
• Full overlay
• 5-piece drawer front standard
• Available in Maple and Cherry

STYLING : TRADITIONAL

STYLING : TRANSITIONAL

Baxter Cherry Palomino

Baxter Maple Juniper Berry

Baxter echoes the streamlined look of
Manchester, but with the added benefit of
a full overlay. Its profile allows glaze “hang
up” for an antiqued look.

Maple

STYLING : CONTEMPORARY
Baxter Cherry Chocolate

Doors shown in Sahara

Cherry

Available in Maple and Cherry, Baxter
gives you beautifully affordable visual
unity from room to room.

STYLING : RUSTIC
Baxter Cherry Black Forest

A.

B.

C.

D.
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BAXTER Details:
• Veneer recessed panel cope & stick door style
• 2-1/8" door rail
• Full overlay
• Slab drawer front
• Available in Maple and Cherry

SKUs/MODs
A. Shaker Crown Moulding
	Simplicity and fine craftsmanship characterize our new Shaker moulding.
Available in 10' for Cherry and Maple as well as 8' for all wood types,
its beveled crown works beautifully with traditional, transitional, and
modern designs.
B. Authentic Ends Expansion
	Because you asked, authentic ends are now available on more SKUs.
• Closes gaps in mods
• Includes 12" and 15" high wall and wall/base angle cabinets without
fixed shelves
• Gives cabinets a furniture look
C. 33" Wide Sink Base with CabMat™
	This popular, heavy-duty rubber mat is now available in 33" wide sink
base cabinets and as an accessory (CABMAT33).
• Protects cabinet floors against damage from leaks and spills
• Gently sloped to flow liquids to the front lip
D. Straight Wood Hood
	The linear simplicity of our new straight wood hood complements modern
and transitional looks. Add embellishments for a more traditional feel.
• 30", 36", and 42" widths
• Available in Maple, Cherry, Oak, Hickory and Alder
E.	Double Oven Cabinets with Extended Warming
Drawer Opening
	By request, our double oven cabinets with warming drawer are now
available with a larger cutout to accommodate popular appliance sizes.
• 27"–33" widths
• 84"–96" heights

E.

A.

B.

C.

D.
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SKUs/MODs
A. Lazy Susan with Pull-Out
	Chrome lazy susan roto with center pull out sections for easy
accessibility. More storage options for corner cabinets.
B. Tablet Holder
	One less reason to cry over spilled milk, our under-cabinet tablet holder
keeps tech devices away from messy ingredients and allows charging in
all positions. This simple design with easy functionality allows tablets to
be concealed under the cabinet, displayed at an easy reading angle, and
can be rotated slightly.
C. Wall Cabinet with Pull Down Shelf
	This two-tiered shelf pulls down, bringing items in wall cabinets within
easy counter-level reach.
• Controlled lift mechanism reduces resistance
• Holds up to 26 lbs
• 36" wide; available in heights starting at 24" and as an accessory
D. 2-Drawer Base
	We now offer 2-drawer base cabinets without a roll tray.
• Box height increased from 6-3/8" to 10"
• 18"–36" widths
• Pegged dish organizer also available with deeper drawers
E.	Vanity Cabinet Expansion
	At your request, we’ve added a range of vanity cabinet expansions to meet
your needs.
• 18" wide base vanity hamper
• 18" depth to 34-1/2" high vanities - no modifications necessary
• 54" and 60" VS3D configuration with additional working drawer
• Full width 2VSD60 (no extended stile)
• Additional 6VSD sizes: 42" and 54" wide
F. 24" and 30" Wide Base Built-in Microwave Cabinets
	Great for use with microwave drawers and built-in microwaves, these
cabinets provide a built-in, custom look.
• Trimmable opening
• Large drawer for maximum storage
• Base applications for microwave are more ergonomic and safe

E.
F.

A.

B.

C.

D.
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SKUs/MODs
A. Wall Cabinet with Vertical Lift Doors
	New lift-style doors feature smooth-operating vertical mechanisms
and an on-trend horizontal proportion.
• Available in 30" and 36" widths and 18" and 21" heights
B. Increased Depth on Plywood End Panels
	To save installation costs and prevent ordering headaches, we’re
allowing increased depth on plywood end panels up to 36".
• Provides a one-piece solution for 30"–36" applications, such as
refrigerator, islands, and architectural obstructions
C. 5-Piece Drawer Front Standard on Darby
	With the popularity of 5-piece drawer fronts, we are offering Darby
with a 5-piece drawer front as standard, and a slab drawer front as
an option.
• No price change for the new 5-piece drawer front
• No longer need to order a modification to get this popular look
D. 5-Piece Drawer Front Options
	By popular demand, we’re introducing a 5-piece drawer front option
for two popular styles: Lawton and Lynnville.
Not Shown
DRWTK on More Cabinet Depths
	We’re making our popular toekick drawer modification available on
selected 21"–24" deep cabinets with standard toekick areas.
• Includes cabinets modified with ID and RD
• Increases storage and design flexibility for offices, bathrooms,
and other small spaces
	Single Door Wall Vanity Cabinet
	Single door vanities now include a 24" width, allowing a choice of
one door or two.
12" Wide Utility Cabinets with Roll Trays

34" & 37" Wide Refrigerator Cabinets
To accommodate changing appliance requirements and improve design
flexibility, we’re introducing 24 new refrigerator cabinets.
• 34" and 37" widths in 12"–27" heights and 12" and 24" depths
• Reduces the need for field modifications, fillers, or extended stile when
used with odd sized appliances
Mouldings in 10' lengths
Our most popular mouldings are now available in 10' lengths, resulting
in fewer seams across longer spans.
• Includes Maple and Cherry Crown Mouldings, Baseboard (BBM) and
Scribe Mouldings (SM8 and SSM)
• 10' Fillers also available
Roll Tray & Deep Roll Tray Kit Size Expansion
Where you have a will, we have a way. Roll Tray Kits now include:
• 18" and 21" depths as SKUs
• 12" wide in all depths as SKUs
Custom Door with Horizontal Grain Center Panel
We’ve added a door with a horizontal grain center panel to the Appliance
Panel Program. This introduction allows you to order a door wider than
23" with a single panel.
• No more having to turn the door on its side or use 2 doors side by side
• Ensures design consistency when appliances require custom
decorative panels
Hearth Pier to be FPEB standard
Our Hearth Piers will now be standard with Furniture Finished Plywood
Ends, which provides a finished look without the cost of a modification
upcharge.
• Provides ease of moulding installation, no extra skin needed
27" & 33" Desk Door Drawer Office Base Cabinets
• 4 new desk drawer sizes of exising configurations
• Filling in size gaps to eliminate wasted space
• Better custom fit for use of space
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